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CHAIR TAVARES: .. .(gave/). .. Will the Energy and Economic Development Committee
please come to order. This morning we have Committee Members .. .Riki Hokama and
our Chair Dain Kane. Thank you for being here. Our other Members are excused.

ITEM NO. 5(2):

COUNTY OF MAUl ENERGY PROGRAMS (MODEL ENERGY CODE)
(C.C. No. 03-125)

CHAIR TAVARES: We are going to be discussing this morning ... Item 5(2) which, which is
under the umbrella of the County of Maui Energy Programs, specifically about the
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proposed Model Energy Code that is up for discussion and ... amendments and,
hopefully, adoption at some point in time before the end of this, this year. At this time,
we also would like to introduce from our Staff, we have Lance T aguchi who is the, the
Legislative Analyst; we have Shelly sitting in who is a new Analyst and ...will be
learning the ropes about committee work; and Tammy Frias who is our recording
Secretary. From the Administration, we have Mr. Ralph Nagamine who is the
Development Services Administrator; Greg Nakao, Electrical Engineer in that section;
and Mr. Kal Kobayashi who is the County of Maui's Energy Specialist.
So now that we're all here present and accounted for, I'd like to have the public
testimony portion at this time. So you have three minutes and a minute to conclude and
if you can't do it in the first three minutes, then you can come back at the end after the
other person. There's only two. So if you want to just each take five minutes, that's
fine. So the first person is Steve Golden from The Gas Company in Honolulu .
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

MR. GOLDEN: Good morning, Committee Chair Tavares and Counci/member Hokama and
Council Chair Kane. Steve Golden, I'm the Director of External Affairs and Planning for
The Gas Company, and the portion that we're testifying on the Model Energy Code is
the solar water heater mandate. And just to give you a little bit of background, our
company has in the past. .. several Legislative Sessions supported incentives for solar
and we know it competes with us as The Gas Company, but we do support incentives.
We do oppose any sort of mandate. So there is a difference that we see. As way of
background, in 1998 when the Legislature passed Act 163 which extended the solar
and other energy tax credits, the Legislature called for a group to study energy
efficiency and what would be the best way of encouraging energy efficiency in the
future. And I sat on that task force and we sat around for--not just sat around--but sat
around and talked for about two years. At the end of that two-year period we
recommended that tax credits be, would be the best method and the group did not
recommend mandates at all. So again that was that particular group. I will note,
though, we had representatives of the var. .. , the solar industry, government agency, but
I will note that there was not a representative of any of the counties. So I'm not sure
why the Legislature did that, but there was both the Federal and State government at
those meetings. So we believe it's a, it's a choice issue for the consumers and we
believe in a lot of cases that consumers if they are not allowed to put in, in our particular
case, gas water heating, then they would probably not opt for gas cooking and other
sort of gas uses, and we believe in the long term it would have impact, you know, on our
company. Just to give you a perspective of how many customers we have here on
Maui, we have about 300, a little bit over 300 utility residential customers and almost
5,000 non-utility gas customers. I will say most of those non-utility probably do not have
gas water heating. As you're, as a lot of people are aware, a lot of those people have
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small cylinders on their property which is only for cooking. So again we don't have a
large part of the market, but we don't, we wouldn't. ..wouldn't support this bill that would
mandate it. Anything with incentives we're, we're fine with that.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay.
MR. GOLDEN: And that concludes my testimony.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you very much for coming in and sharing that with us. Members,
any questions? Oh, at this time I'd like to recognize Committee Member Robert Carroll.
Thank you very much for being here. Any questions from the Members? No? Okay.
Seeing none, thank you very much, Mr. Golden. Okay. Our next testifier is Carl
Freedman.
MR. FREEDMAN: Hello, my name is Carl Freedman. I'm here testifying on my own behalf. I
came, I have three comments I wanted to make or three subjects, I guess. One is I
wanted to let the, the Committee know that we formed an energy efficiency working
group here. It's an ad hoc group. It has .. .actually al/ the citizen members that were on
the Energy Efficiency Subcommittee that this ... Council once had a while ago, Sean
Lester and Dick Mayer and myself, and Kal's been coming. But I say it's an ad hoc
group. We're just, so we're just a bunch of citizens. We've got people from Maui
Economic Development and MEO and citizens who sit on with Maui Electric. We've
met several times as a group. We're still finding ourselves. We've discussed all sorts of
energy efficiency possibilities, and we have discussed the subject of codes, but we
haven't as a group come up with any consensus or any position. But I wanted to let you
know that that group is out there and thinking and maybe you'll have something to hear
from us, or maybe as individuals in the future.
The second thing I wanted to make is just my own spin on energy codes, this is my own
personal. .. opinion. I think that energy codes do have an important role to play, and so
I am in favor of energy codes, but I don't think they're a panacea. There are some
problems and limitations. I don't think they apply to, they should apply to everything, but
the bulk of the code you're looking at does look at the area I think it should look at,
which is building envelope, you know, how do people build buildings, and this is
something that's close to the County's existing code responsibilities which is to look at
how buildings are built. And I, I think that it's important that ultimate tenants have some
protection in the way that shortcuts aren't taken in building that make it expensive and,
and energy inefficient to operate their buildings. Of particular concern is a trend for
more and more central air conditioning we have on the island and the folks who have
looked at this trend and looking out. .. in ... of, of the various forms of energy and uses,
central air conditioning tends to be a large growing component for electrical
consumption, and what we see now are examples of builders who put in the cheapest
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air conditioning equipment. They don't put in the window, insulated windows or wall
insulations, roof insulations. Then when the tenants move in, they have these big
energy bills and they go to Maui Electric, they complain about their energy bills. Well,
this is something where a code type approach could protect the ultimate tenants from
shortcuts on the part of builders and developers.
The last thing .. .'cause I don't, I don't have many detailed comments, unless you want
to sit down sometime and we can go over things case, you know, point by point. The
last thing I wanted to do is just to take an opportunity, as I usually do, to remind the
County that regulation, as codes are part of the regulatory responsibility, are only one of
three areas I see for the County in promoting energy efficiency or renewables. You are
regulators in the sense that you tell people what they're allowed to do and what they
aren't allowed to do. You're also potential developers, that the County can undertake its
own projects, renewable projects, whatever, with your own money. You can go out and
walk the walk.
And the last, and I think is very important, is that you are the largest customers of
electrical services here. I don't know how you fall in the gas category. But
you ... there ... in, in the sense that with codes you're going out and telling people to do
things that make sense. The County could be doing a lot for itself that would be doing
the things that make sense and setting an example, and with that you could be
going ... a lot further and be very visible. So, thank you .
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you for your comments, Carl. Any questions from the Members?
Okay. Seeing none, is there anyone else in the audience who wishes to testify or offer
testimony? Okay, /, we were expecting Joanne Ide from ME CO, so I'll hold the public
testimony portion open for a little bit longer if there's no objection.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you. At this time, I'd like to ask Kal Kobayashi or Ralph
Nagamine if...or Greg if you folks have any comments regarding the proposed code
that's before us? You can jan ken po to see who goes first.
MR. KOBAYASHI: Thank you, Madam Chair. I regret missing your last meeting. I was at a
conference on the mainland, but I did have an opportunity to peruse the minutes of the
last meeting and I regret not seeing Jacqui Hoover's presentation--that sounded very
interesting--and I did have some follow-up questions for DBEDT and I'll ask them
directly of that. At this point, I would just like to make the offer that if there's any
questions from the last meeting, I'll be happy to address those questions.
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CHAIR TAVARES: Would you, would you be able to share those questions and responses
with us after you get them, or you can either do it informally or, or formally.
MR. KOBAYASHI: Def..., definitely.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you very much. Mr. Nagamine, any, any comments to this
point? I know you worked very hard on putting this code together with your, with your
staff and I appreciate that we have a starting point to .. .for these discussions.
MR. NAGAMINE: I have no further comments to add. However, we do have Greg Nakao from
my staff here and we'll be happy to answer any questions if you have any.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Members, any questions for the Administration, either for
Mr. Kobayashi or the DSA people?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Question please, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yes, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: In, in our binders, gentlemen, we have a report of a
Compliance Study that is ... about Oahu and Big Island. I don't know if you folks have
a... had, had an opportunity. It's done for the State Department of... Business,
Economic Development and Tourism, Energy Resource and Tech. Division, done by an
Eley Associates out of San Francisco. I, I perused it. My, my interest is where Maui
County stands in relation to whatever is the compliance standard at this time.
MR. NAGAMfNE: What, what document are you, are you referring to?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: This was on a study dated January 15, 1999... I'm not too
sure-CHAIR TAVARES: It's about the third-MR. NAGAMINE: Yeah, right.
CHAIR TAVARES: --stapled document.
MR. NAGAMINE: Right, right. Right, right.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And I know we're about five years behind, Ralph, but maybe
you can help us get one understanding of where we are compared to the other counties,
please.
MR. NAGAMINE: I believe this is a ... um ... a study that was done by Howard Wiig's Office
and it was a, it was a post Model Energy Code Adoption Study, and because Maui
County did not adopt the code, I don't think we were included in the study. So ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But as far as where we are, in general, energy programs and
overall compliance standards, would you say we're behind the, the levels, we're up to
par--if we could say golf terms--or can we say we're ahead of the standards in, in
leading our, our ability to do energy conservation?
MR. KOBAYASHI: May I take a shot at that? It's been awhile since I reviewed the study that
you're referring to. So, I can't comment directly on that right now. I have spoken with
other people and let me just give you ... 1guess a professional guesstimate at this point
to try to respond to your question. Regarding residential development, it would be my
guesstimate that Mauj's residential construction may be as efficient in the State, jf not
more efficient, and I base that upon the fact that one, there's a high compliance--no, I
take it, I take that back--I base it primarily upon one fact and that's the success of Maui
Electric's solar water heating program. A couple weeks ago I asked Maui Electric and
they estimate 70 to 80 percent of all new homes now have solar water heating. I
haven't seen numbers across the State, but I would guess that that's probably the
highest percentage in the State and being that solar water heating is one of the primary
energy... demands for a home and being that the new homes for the most part are
incorporating that, I would think we would have some of the highest, if not the highest,
new stock of homes coming on the market in the State. With regards to the commercial
sector, I would say we're at least among the highest again, and that's primarily based
upon combined heat and power systems. They're starting to come up with new hotel
development on MauL In Kaanapali there's a couple that I'm aware of. One that I'm
aware of is a 1 megawatt system. These combined heat and power systems greatly
supersede by many times any savings that can be achieved in a Model Energy Code.
So because these systems are going in, I guesstimate with a reasonable degree of
confidence that Hawaii's existing new construction is pretty good relative to the other
counties.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Has the termination of the ... 1 guess at one time we had tax
credits, Chair...
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: .. .for commercial or businesses and that has terminated
maybe about, what, two years ago, the credits for those conversion programs?
MR. KOBAYASHI: I'm not so sure. If you're referring to the tax credits-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Tax credits.
MR. KOBAYASHI: --they have been reduced but they're still available to the commercial
sector. At least for solar, solar systems before there was no limit, now I believe it's
$250,000 ... has been added as a cap.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. KOBAYASHI: And for incentives from the electric company, those are still in place.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Just let me ask you a couple of... additional questions,
please, Chair. Currently, the solar water heater program I would say, besides getting
some incentives, is basically a demand side management program?
MR. KOBAYASHI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: This bill would make it. ..well, one of the proposals is to make
it mandatory. How, how much more penetration ... ? I mean basically I see a lot of
people already on their own from a demand side wanting the service, so they've already
initiated. This County has put up a lot of money for a no-interest program, a loan
program, revolving fund. How much more is out there if we went to mandatory? And, of
course, we heard The Gas Company saying that they're not into supporting mandatory
but encouraging more incentives. Now what, what would you say is out there for us, Mr.
Kobayashi, 20 percent out there?
MR. KOBAYASHI: In terms of new construction perhaps 30 to 20 percent, and that's based
upon Maui Electric's estimate that they are now penetrating 70 to 80 percent of the
market. I would note that there are positives and negatives to a solar mandate as well
as questions as to whether or not it's a prudent thing to do. I guess a concern that I've
stated in the past is that once you mandate a program, the electric company wiff be
disallowed from providing their demand side management services because it would be
deemed unnecessary. They wouldn't do something that people have to do anyway.
And Maui Electric, in my opinion, has developed perhaps the best or one of the best
solar water heating programs in the country for a regulated utility. The only examples of
utilities that are perhaps better than them are municipal utilities. So from a regulated
vertically integrated utility, I think they've done a great job and the benefits are several.
One, they screen contractors ... so customers are in a better position to get systems,
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better performing systems.
In addition to screening contractors, they develop
specifications that have upgraded the facilities coming onboard right now and perhaps,
most importantly, they inspect the systems when they're done. Additionally, they
provide loan programs, they've gotten Federal grants for systems on the island of
Molokai, and there is an effort now to look at the maintenance of these systems to
ensure that over time that they perform and these programs are, I guess, in jeopardy if
we move towards a mandate.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. And one last, real basic question. When we talk about
Model Energy Code, obviously most of us think about lighting, flipping on a switch and
getting guaranteed power. Does the parameter expand to anything with ... of energy
within the State? And I'm talking fossil fuels, vehicle use, power generation with this
Energy Code or are we just limited within the narrow bounds of water heating and home
use and that type of things?
MR. KOBAYASHI: You're correct. It's limited.
COUNC/LMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Any other questions? I see some folks came in later after we
started. We have the public testimony portion still open. If you wish to testify, you can
come forward now.
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): Um ...
CHAIR TAVARES: It's Brad, right?
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): Yeah. I'm not sure if' have anything to add-CHAIR TAVARES: Okay.
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): --at this point, but-CHAIR TAVARES: You have to come to the podium if you're going to speak 'cause we need
you on the record.
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): Would I be able to put myself on and then take my
opportunity, or would' have to talk now?
CHAIR TAVARES: I, I think you'd have to talk now. " .(chuckle) . ..
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): Yeah. I'm, I'm okay.
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CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. I mean you can talk now for today and then for, in the next meeting
you can talk again.
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): Yeah.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay.
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): I, I don't know if I. .. 1 don't know where you guys are at.
So, I don't know if I have anything to add.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
MR. ALBERT (from the audience): But thanks for the ... to speak up.
CHAI R TAVARES: Alright. And we just got notice that Joanne Ide is unable to make the
meeting today. So she will not be coming to share with us or testify. So any questions,
other questions or comments from the Members at this time? No? Okay. Members, for
the next meeting it is my intention to have a few amendments to the code ready for your
perusal and for discussion, and we'll send that around to all of the, the folks who have
been participating with us here and ... we'li go from there. I want to thank everyone
who's been here. I know this is a short meeting, but I didn't want us to, to leave this
subject and then all of a sudden bang, get into, into the amendments that may be
proposed. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: If I may ask either Mr. Kobayashi or Mr. Nagamine ... you
know, we've pretty much ... 1 would say, what, maybe four years haven't been part of
the so-called State soldiers all in line marching along. Has that been a detriment to this
County... not adopting the Energy Code, the State Model Energy Code?
MR. KOBAYASHI: Mr. Hokama, from my professional experience I would say no, but I also
would allow Mr. Nagamine his opportunity to express his comment.
MR. NAGAMINE: No.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Is there monies out there that we could tap into if we adopted
the State's program-MR. KOBAYASHI: We're not aware of any right now.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --you know, U.S. Department of Energy or, or something like
that?
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MR. KOBAYASHI: We're not aware of any right now.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So we're still at the same status where there's no advantage
for this County to adopt the State Energy Code?
CHAIR TAVARES: That, yeah, that's kind of my impression .. .(chuckle) . .. that the State
Ener. .. , Model Energy Code, as it was originally proposed, at this point in time didn't
make sense for us to adopt that code. So, I think the code that's before you today is
incorporating the City and County of Honolulu's amendments to the code to make it a, a
better, better code and that's my understanding, and, Ralph, you can correct me on
that.
MR. NAGAMINE: Yeah. There are also some amendments that adopt more recent standards
since the Model Energy Code was first created. Some of the standards that were
referenced in the Model Energy Code have been updated, and so our amendments
includes those updates.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can we just do that with one of the more updated versions of
the UBC that's specific to elec ... , electricity?
MR. NAGAMINE: You'd like to look at the UBC?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No. I'm, I'm just wondering if we can just up, you know, use a
more current version of the, the Building Code under electric, you know, electricity that
could still accomplish your needs, Mr. Nagamine.
MR. NAGAM/NE: Well, the Model Energy Code is separate from the USC ... and a matter of
fact, you know, we would have to ...we're actually taking parts of the UBC out and
adopting the Model Energy Code and the standards that I was referring to are
actually... they're ASHRAE standards. They have to do with the side that does, that
deals with the air conditioning and refrigeration, and they have certain standards and
those are the standards that are being updated. So they're not, I'm not, I wasn't
referring to the UBC standards.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Okay, thank you. I'm done. Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah. Thank you for those questions. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Chair. Are there ... you know, just dovetailing off of
Member Hokama's question regarding funding from Department of Energy. Are there,
are there Federal funds available if you attain a certain standard within energy codes
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that become available that we could consider looking at or is that something that you
know that's available, Mr. Kobayashi?
MR. KOBAYASHI: No, I have not seen anything like that. I'm not so sure if this is the correct
time, and I can also defer to a later date, but there are alternatives to achieve energy
efficient construction that the County is pursuing at this time and I could speak to that. ..
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. KOBAYASHI: ... at a later point or. ..
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay.
MR. KOBAYASHI: But it's ...we're not doing nothing in terms of looking at promoting energy
efficient construction.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Chair, thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah. The, the places I think both Kal and I have seen as we've been
visiting the country in various conferences is that the Department, the U.S. Department
of Energy is a partner. .. in individual or specific developments and they participate to
certain degrees based on the development and that's, and its impact. So we've seen
that kind of participation by the U.S. DOE. I haven't, I haven't come across where they
have grants available like to a municipality that's going to do something or that wants to
do something. It's been more on an individual development kind of thing.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you. Okay. We have some food for thought for the next, for
the next time and I'll try to get those things to you as soon as possible. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I don't know if, if it's ... makes it smart to do. Does MEO still
partiCipate in those energy programs, Kal, that you're aware of like LlHEAP?
MR. KOBAYASHI: Yes, they do. That's the low income weatherization program.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right.
MR. KOBAYASHI: They still do that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And they're still doing that heater blankets around the, the old
conventional type whereby try to insulate, maintain heat longer, reduce the need for--
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MR. KOBAYASHI: You're correct. They do that as well as install solar water heaters.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Federal dollars?

That is money we have access to also or, or that those

MR. KOBAYASHI: Those are Federal dollars appropriated directly to MEO through the State.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: We could ask a representative from MEO to our next meeting to kind of
explain their program and also have Maui Electric update us on the status of the solar
water heating initiative, where they are, because I know the next step they were trying
to get into the ... some of the HUD homes that for low income renters to encourage the
owners of those residences to put the solar water heating in for because it would help
the renter with reducing the cost, the operational cost of, of their home. So we'll ask
Maui Electric to come in to give us a status of that solar water heating initiative. I think
we've put in a total now of, what, $350,000 or $450,000-UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Three hundred fifty.
CHAIR TAVARES: --350,000 since we started the program a couple years ago. So we'll get
an update from them. Okay. Anything else, Members? Yes, Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah. Just a follow-up, Chair. Our next meeting is going to be
posted when we have the amendments ready for consideration-CHAIR TAVARES: Yes. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --and then we'll tie in the, the others that you just mentioned now
regarding-CHAIR TAVARES: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --MEO as well as-CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh. Maui Electric.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --with Maui Electric? Okay, great. Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: 'Cause I think one of the things that we're interested in is to see actually
with the solar water heating programs how has that, what's the result of that been as far
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as it being voluntary and, and incentivized. Is that working for us in Maui County? I
would like to see the numbers, the real numbers of how many homes and new
construction actually install water, solar water heating as part of the package; how many
of them offered them as an option; and of that option how many people took advantage
of the option and how many did not. 'Cause if we don't get a handle on the new
construction, to me it's like we keep raising the level higher and higher and we get
further behind. So we might be at 5 percent this year. If we get a whole bunch of
homes come onboard that don't have solar water heating, then our total is like down to
2 percent. So that's one of my concerns is that at some point in time if the program isn't
being implemented or if people are not taking advantage of at least the solar water
heating ... programs that are out there, at some point we may have to step in and this
may be the point that we do. And while I don't particularly like mandates and regulation,
we have to think of something beyond just the construction of the home. It's the cost to
operate that home and it's also the cost of what it's going to do to the community if we
have to have another plant built or another power production unit put on line by Maui
Electric, and I think they're trying to defer that building or that construction, and I think
it's in our best interest as a whole, as a community, as a State to defer that also. So
when we get some more facts and figures in here, I think it will give us, get a better idea
of just what these programs have resulted in, and we're, we're supposed to be result
oriented here to see if that's working or not. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can Mr. Kobayashi give us, if you'd allow, Chair, what is the
status of the current IRP and any tariff or rate considerations before the PUC that you're
aware of?
MR. KOBAYASHI: Yes. Council member Hokama, let me answer it in two parts. Your first
question relating to the IRP process, Maui Electric is just beginning to undertake their
third cycle of the Integrated Resource Planning process and that will go over a period of
about two years. They're just wrapping up the second phase and beginning the third.
So that's happening now. With regards to looking at the rate issue, that was something
I alluded to. The Public Utilities Commission is looking at issues relating to rate design
and fee designs within a docket that they opened up relating to distributed generation.
They recently opened two dockets and the County intervened in both of these. The first
docket underway is relating to distributed generation and the second one's relating to
competitive bidding for new energy resources. Within the distributed generation docket
the County is looking at alternatives right now to rate and fee design. The reason being
people scratch their heads wondering why people are not adopting energy efficiency
technologies . .. you know, everybody recognizes that it saves money in the long run, yet
there is a reluctance by some to do so. And I would posit that part of it or a major cause
of it is because of the price signals that are being sent to consumers. It only makes
sense for people to do what they're doing. So it doesn't surprise me. And there are
alternatives to achieving energy efficient construction. On one extreme end I would
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suggest is a mandate. That's like the most draconian thing you can do is mandate
something. On the other side would be market base incentives and sending the proper
price signals, and that's what our Administration's working on right now and will be
recommending to the PUC over the course of the proceeding which will extend over the
remainder of this year. That docket has just got, gotten underway also. And just, for
example, right now with rates ... the more you use, the less you pay at times. So that's
sending the wrong price signal. And in terms of fees, the utility does not charge fees to
a large extent for new development. So you don't necessarily pay anything upfront for
the power plant you're causing to be built, but you have to pay for your water heater,
your solar water heater and everything else upfront. So from my perspective, of course
people will go with what's free or what you're not being charged for. You know, I have
suggested we look at impact fees in the past, but this docket provides us the opportunity
to advocate for hookup fees which is basically an impact fee but assessed by the utility
company which, in my opinion, makes more sense than the County levying such a fee.
And if the utility could do so, it'll be easier to administer, and that's something we're
advocating and hopefully we'll put forth a proposal before the PUC so people will have
the price signals and the monetary incentives to include energy efficient technologies in
new construction.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. I just wanted to check with you, Chair, how wide you're
going to allow us? You know for us on Lanai, one of the options was a company
sponsored--not the utility--the landowner's consideration of doing distributed generation
on their own ...
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: " .and then possibly tie into our public grid. So of course
eventually I expect a negative impact on the Coun ... , on our community if we're going to
have to maintain the guaranteed power source for the company that. ..
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... has their own generation, but yet the utility is still required
to pay, provide that. .. 1 guess, what, total, total consumer need regardless of whether
it's being used or not they have to be prepared to deliver that energy. Is that correct,
Mr. Kobayashi?
MR. KOBAYASHI: Not necessarily. Another thing that the County is looking at addressing in
this PUC docket on distrib ... , distributed generation is the issue of standby charges.
There is what's called best effort standby where a customer pays less or very little for
backup power when available. For example, the grid is usually not maxed out except
for extreme situations during the year where we have a peak load and perhaps we have
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failures with power generation, but most of the time there's ample generation to backup
the distributed generation units. So if a customer, a consumer subscribes to best
available backup power, they only can get it when it's there, which is most of the time.
Only in those extreme situations it won't be there, and many customers may be willing
to take that risk or enhance their own backup capabilities. So should that episode does
happen, they have their own backup generators to deal with those situations. So it's not
a given that the utility has to have a backup for everybody, and many consumers may
not want that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
subject matter, Chair. ..

No, I'm just trying to understand as, as we talk within this

CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... and, and the ability. I mean we've heard forecast of... 1
mean for this island the need for the new plants; on Lanai, additions to the current plant.
I'm just wondering how, how it's all going to, you know, play out. And, you know, for me
it's interesting .. .1. .. and I just bring this up, Chair, and you can .. .you know, if "m
overstepping the boundaries, please let me know. But, you know, I have an entity on
the island that was considering distributed generation and yet they are being paid by the
utility not to move forward, and then for me it's how can the utility now go and ask for
rate increases when they're paying somebody not to ...
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... provide power or to, to give themselves power. And so
how do they justify their rates?
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But that's just, you know, one little fishbowl on, on our island
that. .. but I'm curious since it's still the same utility that provide service on this island,
and I'm talking about big money, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yes. Mr. Kobayashi, is the ... what's being presented to the PUC going to
come before the Council at any time? I mean do we-MR. KOBAYASHI: We can.
CHAIR TAVARES: --do we participate in this? ... (chuckle) . ..
MR. KOBAYASHI: It, it's basically a contested case proceeding.
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CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. KOBAYASHI: So it's like a court proceeding. So it's not even open to the general public.
CHAIR TAVARES: Oh, I see.
MR. KOBAYASHI: You have to be an intervenor, a party.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We have standing, Mr. Kobayashi.
MR. KOBAYASHI: Yes. So I, I'm, on behalf of the County, representing us at the proceeding.
If I could, you triggered my thoughts on a significant activity with regards to the electric
company's IRP process and if I could ...
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. KOBAYASHI: ... I'd like to elaborate. In closing out the second cycle of the Integrated
Resource Planning process and it's been a long closeout, I briefed your Energy
Subcommittee on my concerns about their last IRP plan. One of my concerns related to
distributed generation. My proposal was called an Iniki Plan back then identifying two
types of resources that could be implemented in the near term to defer the development
of Maui Electric's next plant, power plant at Waena. About a month ago, Maui Electric
presented to us their evaluation report of that second cycle of their IRP process and
they upgraded their projections on distributed generation which matched what I was
suggesting. For example, I suggested that there were about 30 megawatts of
cogeneration for large commercial customers, that being the hotels. Back then they
discounted it by saying the market potential was a lot smaller, around 10 megawatts.
Now they are agreeing it's 30, and that's 30 megawatts of power generation. When you
install cogeneration, you defer further electric load by utilizing the hot water for air
conditioning and other purposes. So the net im ... , impact would be more than
30 megawatts. This definitely has the potential to defer the next power plant, perhaps
to replace the Kahului power plant. There are many things it can be, it can do and that's
something that I think I'll look with great interest to see how we can optimize that in the
next IRP cycle. That alone could defer the next power plant which leads me to my
recommendation, which is when you're looking at energy policy, including the Model
Energy Code, be clear as to what your objectives are. If your objective is to defer a
power plant and you don't need to defer a power plant, then do you move forward with
the action. Perusing the last minutes, it seems like the focus of the discussion was cost
savings to consumers. Is that an objective of the code? If so, is that an appropriate use
of the County's police power to save people money? I don't want to suggest the
answer. I'm just suggesting to you as you move forward be very clear with what your
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objectives are, be very clear on what your expected results are, and then determine if
those results warrant that kind of action that you're proceeding.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah, thank you. Thank you for those comments, Mr. Kobayashi.
... (cough). .. Excuse me. I think I can get together with Administration and see how
we might get the topic of the IRP as a... it would fit into our agenda item anyway. But
since this one was specific to the, the Building Code or the Energy Code, it's, it's
interrelated, but perhaps we should be talking about both at the same time. So I'll work
with the Administration on how we can make sure that we are looking at that in
relationship to the Model Energy Code also. So, I thank you for those comments.
Okay. Any others, Members? Okay. Seeing none, I look forward to seeing you all
again in the near future and more discussion on this topic.
We got any
announcements? Okay. If not, this meeting is adjourned. . .. (gavel) . ..
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

ADJOURN: 9:47 a.m.

APPROVED:

CHARM INE TAVARES, Chair
Energy and Economic Development Committ e
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